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ABsrRAcr

Curves derived from intensity data derived by X-ray pow-
der diffractometry are used to determine the proportions
of Rb-enriched maximum (or low) microcline (K,Rb)MM
and low albite LA in a two-feldspar mixture (e.g., a per-
thite). Two determinative curves have been deduced, one
utirizing a ratio [dfR(201) = Rr] of diffractogram-derived
intensities / of the 201 peaks of both phases, the other a
ratio 1csp1t1t) = Rzl of intensities derived from a
cotrtinuous-scao peak-search routine of the shongest peaks
of thb two phases. Where R = /r,e/(Irr.nuu,,m + ILr, the
(quadratic) equation for the wt,9o LA uiilizing the flrst
curve is 47.5Q.4)R? + 52.4(2.4)R1-0.1(0.4), and that for
the second curve is 36.6(3.3)R* + 63.5(3.3)R2-0.1(0.6)
(errors in brackets), The curves are estimatd to give the
phase composition to within - I to - 15 wt.Vo LA in the
powdered sample depending upon LA concentration and
whetier one or both types of intensity measurement
(diffractogram, continuous-scan peak search) is made. The
curves make possible the rapid two-phase modal analysis
of applicable alkali feldspars and, with a chemical analy-
sis, the determination of the Ab* in t}te microcline.

Keywords: Rb-enriched maximum (ow) microcline, low
albite, perthite, X-ray powder diffractometry, deter-
minativg curve, modal analysis.

SOMMAIRE

On pr€sente des courbes d6riv6es de donndes de diffrac-
tion X sur poudres pour ddterminer les proportions de
microcline ordonn6 enrichi en rubidium ld€signd
(K,Rb)MMl et d'albite ordonn6 (LA) dans un m6lange, une
perthite par exemple. On propose deux relations, une qui
utilise le rapport R1 des intensit€s ̂Ide la r6flexion I0l des
deux phases [drR(t0l)], et l'autre qui utilise le rapport R2
des intensft& derivees d'un o<amen du spectre continu congu
pour ddfinir les pics les plus intenses des deux phases
[sR(str)]. R est le rapport de [4 sur llK.psnaM * /Lqi
l'er<pression quadratique obtenue pour le porirc.6ntage pon-
d6ral d'albite ordonnde 6t 47.5Q.4)Rt2 + 52.4Q.4)&-
0.1(0.4) selon la premi&re courbe et 36.6(3.3)Rrz a
63.5(3.3)R2-0.1(0.Q selon la deuxidme (erreurs enrre
parenthises). On considdre ces relations aptes i donner un
estim6 de la composition des phases i de I i l59o d'albite
prbs dans un 6chantillon pulvdrisd, dfuendant de la con-
centration d'albite A si seulement une ou les deux mdtho-
ds de faire les mesures d'intensitd sont employdes, Les cour-
bes rendent possibles I'analyse modale rapide des m6langes
i deux phases de feldspaths alcalins et, avec les rdsultats
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d'une analyse chimique, une determination de la propor-
tion exacte du pOle Ab dans le microcline.

(Traduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cVs: microcline ordonnd rubidique, albite ordonn€e,
perthite, diffractom6trie X sur poudres, courbes d€ter-
minatives, analyse modale.

INtnonuctroN

X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) records of
many K-feldspax specimens, qpecially of microcline,
commonly include one or more of the strongct peaks
of albite. It is possible to use the intensities of the
albite peaks relative to those for tle K-feldspar phase
to quantify the proportion of the two feldspars in
a given powdered sample. Although other types of
observation (optical, single-crystal X-ray,
transmission-elegtron microscopy, etc.) must also be
used if one wishes to know the nature of the twin-
ning and intergrowth of the separate-phase albite in
a dominantly microcline sample (albite/pericline
tv/inning, perthitic lamellae, rims, 'blebs', etc.), an
XRPD record can provide a rapid two-phase modal
analysis. For a sample that has been chemically ana-
lyzed, the method can quantify both the Na in
separate-phase albite and, by difference, that in solid
solution in the misrosline.

Kuellmer (1959, 1960) published curves for cor-
relating the proportions of an albite [ow, high) and
a K-feldspar (microcline, orthoclase, sanidine) in a
powder sample with the relative intensities of cer-
tain corresponding peaks of the two phases in the
XRPD record. However, he gave no intensity data,
and his curves are inconvenient to use; in any eyent,
improvements in powder diffractometry in the last
quarter of a century make it possible to now derive
more precise determinative curve$ of this type.

Described here are curves that correlate the
proportions in a 'mixture' (e.9., a perthite) of two
alkali feldspar phases, Rb-enriched maximum
microcline and low albite, with the relative intensi-
ties on the XRPD record of certain pairs of cor-
responding peaks of the two phases chosen as stan-
dards.
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volved, in essence, taking detailed XRPD records
over the required 20 ratge of weighed mixtures of
a Rb-enriched maximum microcline and a low albite.
The intensities of the two corresponding peaks of
each phase chosen as standards were carefully meas-
ured, and then the phase compositions of all stan-
dard mixtures plotted against the intensity ratios al-
bite/(microcline + albite) for the pairs of standard
peaks to give the determinative curves.

STaNoano SAMPLES AND THEIR PREPARATION

Standard feldspars

Table I gives the details of the two natural feld-
spars chosen as standards, a Rb-enriched maximum
microcline [designated (K,Rb)MM] from the Cross
Lake granitic pegmatite, Manitoba (Anderson 1984),
and a low albite (designated LA). Both these feld-
spar specimens were found, from their X-ray
powdo-diffraction patterns (Fig. l), to contain small
amounts of the other phase. These small amounts
were quantified in a manner described below, and
allowed for in the derivation of the determinative
curves.

Standard mixtures

We chose intervals for the mixtures of -5 wt.9o
LA from 5 to 1570 LA, and - l09o from 15 to 8590
LA. This resulted in 11 standard mixtures which,
with the two 'end-member' standards, provided 13
points for definition of the composition - intensity
curyes. The 'weighed' compositions were subse-
quently modified to allow for the small admirtures
of the other phase in each standard to give the
'actual' compositions (in wt.9o LA). It is these com-
positions that were used for the determinative curves.

Sample preparation: considerations

The method described next for preparing the
actual sample for diffracto4etry was adopted
because it is simple and fast. As such, the accuracy
of the intensity values is probably less than it would
be were a rotating sample holder or similar devices
used. We adopted this faster, simpler method

Frc. l. X-ray diffractograms on an arbitrary scale of inten-
sity 1, showing the standard Rb-enriched maximum
microcline (K,Rb)MM and the standard low albite LA,
and four representative mixtures. Phase compositions
are in 'actual' wt.9o LA (see text). Across the top are
shown Lhe desiglations for the peaks chosen as stan-
dards, 201 aqd str 1:s11.ngest), for the two phases
(K,Rb)MM and LA, with their 20 values. For operat-
ing parameters, see text.

*2€oCuKqr



because the phase-analysis curves described in this
paper are intended to give moderately accurate yet
still meaningful results for fairly large numbers of
specimens in a short time. The errors we suggest later
for results derived from the use of the method are
based on much experimental data, and allow for var-
iations in grain size, preferred orientation, etc. iathe
sample preparation.

Sample preparation: expertmental

The microcline and albite standard mineral speci-
mens were coarsely crushed, picked free of visible
impurities under the binocular microscope, and then
hand-ground using an aluminum oxide mortar and
ceramic pestle until no 'grittiness' remained.

To prepare a powder mixture for the diffrac-
tometer, the required amounts of the two feldspar
samples were weighed out to give a total sample of
- l(X) mg, placed in a small mortar, and mixed firsr
with a needle and tien by grinding with a pestle for
-60 s. To make the actual sample for diffractom_
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etry, most of the powder was transferred from the
mortarto a25 x 45 mmpetrographicglassslideon
which it was worked into a 'smear' -20x20x0.1
mm in size in an acetone medium using a needle.

DERIVATIoN oF TIIE DETERMINATIVE CI,IRYES

Instrumentqtion, operating parameters
ond sample scans

The XRPD work was carried out on a Philips
automated powder diffractometer (System PW 1710)
equipped with a curved-crystal monochromator,
broad-focus Cu X-ray tube and automatic divergence
(variable) slit. For the present application, a fixed
I o divergence slit can be taken as equivalent to the
variable slit. A teleprinter provided control and
digital output, the latter supplementing the usual
strip-chart recorder.

The following operating parameters were used for
most scans (called 'normal', n) (the Philips symbols
are shown in brackas): goniometer range 20"-32"

QUANTITATIVE PHASE-ANALYSIS OF MICROCLINE AND ALBITE

TABLE 1. CHEMICAL AND CRYSTALLOGMPHIC CHAMCTERISTICS ()F THE STANDARD SAI'IPLES Rb-ENRICHED MAXIMUM MICROCLINE
(K,Rb)MI'I AND LOI{ ATBITE LA

Rb-enri ched
maxinum mJcrocl ine (K,Rb)l'lM low  a lb i t e  LA

sample no.

local j ty

rock type

part iat  I  90 Na2o cao

t _ . - _
i na l vsps  I  l oE l l  l e  n "o  s "o

as FeZ03 -"- "'

wt .  % |  Rbro csz0 Liuo
t -

end-menber chemJcal,
;omFosltl o6;-wt:-7 |

two-Dhase composi tions
mmTFFD; wT:fl---

Kf-4-A

Cross Lake, ltlanitoba

granitic pegmatlte

13 .60  0 ,74  0 .06

0,02 nd nd

2 .43  0 .109  0 .006

(Kfg4. gRbfs. gcsf6. 4) (Naf6, 5Cafg. 3)=
0r93.2Ab6.9

(K,Rb)r , rM96.31A3.7

8 .605 (2 )

r 2. e54 (3)

7 . 2 1 e ( 2 )
e0 .60(2)

' r15 .96(2)

87 .77(2)
723.0(?)

3 . 0 3 1
2.956

0.1 2935 (4)

0.07726(2)
0. r 5406 (6)

90.42(2)
64 .05  (2 )
e2.18(2)
1 .3832(4)x lo -3

29.44
30.21

n  o ?

A D I

unknown

. unknown

0 . . 1 6  l l . 0  0 . 3 3 7

0.024 0.004 0.003

0.003 0.006 0.01 7

(Naf96.6 Caf l  .7 )  (Kf t  .ZLi  f6.  s)=
Ab9g.6011.g

1A98.4(K'Rb)tr t4t .6

8.134(1  )
12.777 (2)

7 .  r  52( r  )
e4 .27  (2 )

r 1 6 . 5 9 ( r )
87 .73(  r  )

652.8(1  )

2 .859
2.963
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63 .50 (  r  )
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1.5087(2)x l0 -3

3 l  .26
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t J t

t r ic ' l in ic i tY A (microcl  lne)3

l 0 r  enbod ies  K ,Rb ,Cs ,L i ;  Ab  embod ies  Na ,ca .  2see  Tab le  4 .  3a=  12 .5 (d131 -d131 ) .
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29(CuKa), scan speed (SPE) 0.6' fi/min.; chart
recorder full-scale (RFS) setting 2000 c.p.s., speed
(RSP) 20 mm/"20; rate meter time-constant (RTC)
2 s; sampling interval-time (INT) 4 s. To record one
of the standard peaks tlat is very strong for some
samples, several scans (called 'special', s) were also
made with the goniometer range changed to?.0o-29o
and the RFS to 5000 c.p.s.

To record the XRPD data for each of the 13 stan-
dard samples [(K,Rb)MM, LA, ll mixtures], the fol-
lowing procedure was employed: (i) a smear mount
was made on a glass slide (as described above); (ii)
the slide was placed in the sample chamber of the
diffractometer, and scanned 5 consecutive times
using the operating conditions given above; (iii) the
slide was then removed from the chamber and the
powder scraped from the slide; (ig this same pow-
der was re-mixed, reground slightly, and then used
to prepare a second smear-mount; (v) the second slide
was then scanned an additional 5 consecutive times
as in (ii) above, and (vi) steps (iv) and (v) above were
repeated once again, resulting in 5 scans made on
each of 3 different slide mounts of the same powder
giving a total of 15 diffractograms with digital out-
put for each of the 13 standard specimens.

Standord peoks and their intensity measurement

Two pairs of corresponding peaks in the
microcline and albite were selected as standards, the
medium-intensity 201 (as used by Kuellmer 1959,
L9@) at -2lo-22o 20, a/lld the strongest ('str') peak
at -28o 20. Details about these peaks relevant to
our procedure are given in Table 2. The multiple-
hkl character ofthe str peaks flable 2) makes them
less desirable as standards than a single peak like 201,
but they are included because of their greater sensi-
tivity to minor amounts of the one phase.

With the intensity of a given peak designated as
,f and with (K,Rb)MM abbreviated to RM, the two
pairs of corresponding intensities recorded were

R!!/(201), L IA.oD and xy{str), re(str). The inten-
sity ratio R that we adopted as proportional to the
amount (in wt.9o) of LA in a sample (generalizing
RM to MM) is of the type R(201) : LA!Q}L)/
tMM(201) + LA{201)l (different from the type
u\I(20D/MMI(2ot) used by Kuellmer 1959, 19CI).

Measurement of peak intensities

The intensities of the two pairs of standard peaks
were recorded and measured as peak heights by
two different methods: (l) Diffractograms: graphi-
cal peak-height-over-background, such intensities
being designated by the superscript prefix 'df,

e,g,, {*tQot). (2) Automated continuous-scan
peak-search: peak heights printer-recorded as 'raw'

intensities (no subtraction of background), such
intensities designated here by 'cs', e.g., fr,f(str).

Initial cumes relating phase composition and inten-
sity ratio: dilution of each standard sample by the
other phase

From a minimum of 15 scans of each of the stan-
dard (K,Rb)MM and LA specimens and the l1 mix-
tures, the inlensities ,Iof the four standard peaks were
recorded (Fig. 1) and measured as described above,
and means taken of all comparable results to pro-
vide, along with the 'weighed' compositions of the
mixtures, the database (Table 3) for the determina-
tive curves described here. Table 3 is available at
nominal charge from the Depository of Unpublished
Data, CISTI, National Research Council of Canada,
Ottawa, Ontario KIA 0S2. Our procedure results in
four curves relating composition and intensity ratio,
one for each of S;n(201), ffi!{R(201), $irR(str) and
fiMRGtr) lwhere the subscript RM indicates mixtures
of (K,Rb)MM with LAl. All four were found to be
described most satisfactorily by quadratic equations
(Table 4). Of the four, two were found to be more
precise and hence more satisfactory than the others,

TABLE 2. CHAMCTERISTICs OF THE MAXIMUM I]IICROCLINE (MM) AND IOI'I ALBITE (tA) PEAKS USED AS fiE ]10 STANDARD PAIRS
FOR THE DETERI.IINATIVE CURVES

pa l r  peaR
number designation maxJmum microcl ine (MM) ' low 

alblte (LA)

z0l

strcnqest--(sTFf

a,A I  I  Peak29(CuKol )
hkx TTS-TET- int peak ET-S----TTT-

a ,A  I  I  Peak2o (CuKor )
h k r  B & 5  F & B  i n t  p e a k  B & S  F & B

201 4.027 4.026 93 67 22.06' 22,06'

002 3. '194 3.192 ]00 r^^ ?7 oao 27 oao
u c u  J .  t s  J .  t 6 c  o o  -

2zo
002
040

3.253 3.264 6l
3.247 3,246 100 100 27,460 27.48"
3.238 3.236 42 

-

Notes :  ( l )  Termlno logy  ( I in1 ,  Ieg61) .and da ta ,  except  where  no ted ,  f rom Borg  & Sml th  (B  & S) . (1969) .  (2 )  F  &  B
designates present a[thol"a. (3) ! ' laxlmun microcline data from B & S are for 'nonnalr ( 'Rb-poorr)Ml'|, those
fron F & B are for the Rb-enriched mlcrocllne, (K,Rb)MM (Table 1).
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TABLE 4. COEFFICIEI{TS OF I}IE QUADRATIC EQTIATIONS FOR T}IE DILUTION AIID DT'ERIIINATIVE CURVES
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Flgure
No.

rat lo
R

y lntercept

c-

y  to f  F l
lntercept statlstlcal

intercept -100.0c t

f i f i tzot t  63.6(r2.0) 5r.r (r3.e) -5.4(3.6)

f i f lnt. t") 37.6(8.r) 6s.3(7.e) -4.3(r.6)

fficzor t sr.s(6.e) 53.0(8.0) -3.2(2.0)

[[pttt"1 56.7(s.7) 42.7(B.s) 0.0(r.7)
lreansl.
i i iui i6n", rt.z LA ln (K.Rb)!,t lt . 3.7(t.s)d

'l09.3(29.5) 
9,3(29.5) 0.9972

r01.6( r7 .6 )  r .6 (17 .6)  0 .s975

10r .6 (16 .8)  r .6 (16 .8)  0 .9985

99.4(18 .8)  -0 .6 ( r8 .8 )  0 .9965

(K,Rb) t ' ! , I  tn  LA.  t .6 (0 .2 )o

Detemlnatlve curvesai 'actualr wt.t LA versus fatro R

ratJ0
R

stat lst lca l

y for R"l t
Flgure

No.

flflnrzor t 47,5(2.4) s?.412.t') o.l (0.4) 100.0(5.2) 0.eee7

f iStst)  36.0(3.3)  6a.5(3.3)  -0.1 (0.6)  100.0(7.2)  0.eee3

:Equatlons are of the fom: tst.% LA " aR2 r bR+ci nmb€6 ln brackets a.e standard errcrs.
9'c l lagnltudes rre the {npl led dl lut lons (ut. t )  of  one standard by t lE other phase. S@ text.
ose tert.

s

3b

J
t o
!
b t o
ul
T
E . oul
F

to

o
-1.!

-lO

{r @ ct oloa t!

Frc.i. 'Dilution'curve: ptot r". * rr""oi*li*ens of compositions in .weighed,
wt,Vo LA against ff R(str), the continuous-scan (cs) intensity ratios for the pair
of strongest (str) reflections. The equation for this curve is quadratic (Table 4).
Bars show errors of lo in the dependent variable. The intercepts at R:0 and R: I
imply 4.3 and 1.6 wt.9o of albite and microcline in the standard (K,Rb)MM and
LA specimens, respectively.

I,  t o r
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namely those for $i,,R(201) and ft4R(str); the latter
is shown as Figure 2.

Because both standard samples were knowu from
their diffractograms to contain small amounts of the
other phase, a plot of the nominal or'weighed'com-
positions against a given set of intensity ratios R
would ideally intersect the composition axis at (0
and >100 for R = 0 and l, respectively; further-
more, the magnitudes of these intersections beyond
the ideal limits are a mea$ue of the dilutions of each
standard by the other phase. (Ihis is an example of
the 'dilution' method of XRPD analysis. See, for
example, KluC & Alexander 1974, p.554.) All four
curves were found to indeed conform to these types
of intersection.

Assuming on crystal-chemical grounds (sizes of the
alkali ions) and chemical compositions (e.g., Smith
1974,pp.68-76) that Rb is present in the microcline
rather than the albite, the amounts (wt.9o) of
(assumed) LA in the microcline standard and of
(assumed) (K,Rb)MM in the albite standard implied
by the intersections of the two better curves on tlte
composition axes at R:0 and R: I are, respec-
tively,3.2,4.3 and 1.6, 1.6 (Iable4, Fig.2). Wehave
taken the means of these pairs of values, 3.7 wt.Vo

LA and I .6 wt.9o (K,Rb)MM, as the respective dilu-
tions of the microcline and albite standards. From
the coefficient errors in the quadratic equations
(Table 4) combined with the chemical compositions
of the standards Clable 1), Ab6.8 and Or1.5, we con-
clude that reasonable errors in the above two dilu-
tion values are I .8 and 0.2 wt.t/0, respectively, of the
other phase.

Tns DSTERMINATIvE Cunws
AND THEIR APPLICATION

The determinstive carves

The dilution values of both standard specimens
by the other phase were used to convert tlte 'weighed'

compositions of all 13 standard samples to their
'actual' compositions, both in wt.9o LA Clable 3).
Plots of these 'actual' compositions against the two
R data-sets that give the most satisfactory curves,
$LR(201) and ffyR(str), constitute our two deter-
minative curves. Both curves are quadratic in form,
with the coefficients and their errors given in Table
4. The two curves are shown, respectively, as Figures
3a and 3b.

J
t

$
J

P
o

i .
I
5
! t 0

P
-l ro

jlnrao frx'rl
Frc.3. Determinative curves: plots for all standard specimens of compositions in 'actual' wt.9o LA agarnst intensity

ratios R. Coefficients and errors for the quadratic equations are given in Table 4. Bars show errors of lo in the
dependent variable. For 'likely errors' in derived resglts, see Table 6 and text. a. dfrn12Otl, the intensity ratio deter-
mined using diffractograms (df), for the pair of 20t peaks. b. ffMR(str), the intensi{ ratio determined using
continuous-scan peak search (cs), for the pair of strongest (str) peaks.
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TABLE 5. PHAST COWOSITIONS (I{t,g LA) AI{D RELATED CRYSTALLOOMPHIC AI'ID CHE,IICAL DATA FOR THE SEIEII TEST SPECII.IEIIS OF Rb.ENRICHED MAXIMUI.I I.IICROCLINE
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(K,Rb)l'04 partla'l

local{tY speclren lt'tl-!-g!3-
V,Ar  t r i c l .  a

bul k chqtcal co@sttton XRPD Dhase analvsJs 
t'bss ln (('Rblfiil

w
rnui' c"ii' '"' oFam trT'ii' lfli'h'iffi'lp 't.s3 mor't

| *r-o-,
cRoss 

ILArc, 
I 

Kf-?-c

!il|lToBA I

| 
$-6e-D

I
I 

Kf-e6-DD

| ,,-n-r,
TAnco, 

I
BERllrC I

I BLM-24
LAKE, 

I
lFNITOBA I

I 
slr'r-3o

0.103 0 .157
89.8  I0 .2

6 .8(0 .9)  9 .4 (0 .8 )

0 .155 0 .210
85.2  14 .9

r 0 . 6 ( r . r )  r 3 . r ( 0 . 9 )

0.246 0.2S0
82.2 17.8

1 7 . 6 ( r . 1 )  r 8 . 4 ( r . t )

0.260 0.293
76.8 23.2 ' r 8 . 8 ( r . 5 )  r e . 5 ( r . 2 )

0 . 1  l 6
95.2  4 .8

7 . 7 ( t . o )  - ( - )

0 .157 0 .220
86.9  l3 . l

ro .7 ( r . r )  r3 .e (o .e )
0.242 0,232

s2.0  18 .0
r 7 . 3 ( 1 . 5 )  1 4 . 8 ( l , o )

z . l ( 1 . 7 )  2 . 0 { 1 . 6 }
s .6 l r (5 )  87 .78(3)  (81 .8  7 .6  -  0 .4 )

723.9(s )  0 .91 ( 9 . r  r . r )
8 . r n . 3 1

r1 .9n .31 3.0(1 .5) ?.8n.4)
8.612(6)  87 .7s(3)  (76 .5  8 .0  0 .4

724.3(6)  0 .9 r  (12 .5  2 .41

8.603(4)  87 .72(3)  (7 r .4  5 .9  0 .4

725.8(4)  o .9 r  ( r7 .8  -  )

8.609(6) 87.72(5) (68.7 7.4 0.4

724,e(71 0.8 (23,2 - )

8.617(5) 87.80(3) (86.0 8.4 0.8

725.2(4) 0.92 (4.8 - )

8 .617(4)  87 .83(3)  (77 .6  8 .5  0 .8

725.3(3)  0 .92  ( r3 . r  -  )

8 .606(5)  87 .72(2)  04 .6  7 ,0  0 .4

723.9(4)  0 .99  (16 .9  r . l )

0 .3 )

4 . 5 )

0 .3 )

r8.o lo.4 l  ( -o.z)o(r .6)  o(r .5)

- )

- )

-)

r 9 . r [ 0 . 4 ]

7.71-1

12 .3n .61

r6 . r l r . 3 l

4 . 1 ( 2 . r )  3 . 8 ( 2 . 0 )

( -2 .9 )0(3 .0)  0 (2 .8 )

0 . 8 ( r . 5 )  0 . 7 0 . 4 )

llncludes only end-@lbe6 present Jn munts >0.1. 2lileans of the cdposlt.lons Jn the qo. precedlng col@st nunbers ln square brackets[]
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Sample qualificqtions ond prepsration

To analyze a feldspar specimen by these curves
(Table 4, Figs. 3a, b), it must conform to three con-
ditions: (1) it must consist of a single-phase maxi-
mum microcline (A> -0.85) or low albite (or both);
(2) it must be 'free' of quartz and any other
mineral$) whose peaks overlap those chosen as stan-
dard for the two feldspars; and (3) for these particu-
lar curves, the microcline must be Rb-enriched, with
Rb2O> -1.0 wt.Vo.

To prepare an applicable specimen of alkali feld-
spar for analysis by these curve$, a glass slide or
smear sample is prepared following the procedure
described earlier for the standards under Sample
preporation: expeimental. Each sample is then
scanned thoueh the range of N(CuKar) from 20 to
32o at least three times on each of three different
samples of the same powder using operating condi-
tions comparable to those described earlier for our
standards. Recording would normally be in the form
of diffractograms from a strip-chart recorder, but
also, for those so equipped, as printouts from an
automated continuous-scan peak-search routine
equivalent to the Philips system used here.

Derivation of intensities I,
ratios R ond sample compositions

All of the relevant intensities from the diffracto-
grams, $h(201), etc. and, where available, from
the continuous-scan peak-search printout, ffi/(201),
etc., are compiled and averaged, and one or both

of the determinative ratios SMR(201) and ffiaR(str)
extracted. The R value is applied to the appropriate
determinative curve (Table 4) to give one or two
values of the required phase-composition in terms
of wt.7o LA. The likely error in such a result is dis-
cussed below.

REsuLTs FoR soME Tesr Sarvrprss oF MrcRocLrNE,
LIKELY ENNONS USING THE METHOD,

AND IMPLIED Ab* tN MtCnOCrn{E

The test samples of microcline and their derived com-
positions

For a test of the method, we have used seven peg-
matitic, Rb-enriched samples of maximum
microcline obtained from Petreernf. Table 5 gives

TAsLE 6. ERRORS lII DERIYEO PHASE CONMSIIIOI{S

detemlndtlve 0 . 1 0 . 90.7

, "  codrposlt lon 5.8 20.0

i l iR(2ol)  errcr d 0.6 t ,z

^- cowoslt lon 6.6 22.1
i",i(str)' " '  errcr c 0.9 1.8

38.I  60.0 8s.8
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both

<-l 0.

* 1 0 > t . a 2s
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these specimens their localities, relevant crystallo-
graphic and chemical data, and the results of our
XRPD phase analyses. Both the diffractogram (df)
and continuous-scan peak-search (cs) intensity ratios
$5,{R(201) and flN{R(str) were evaluared, and rwo
independent composilions for each specimen derived;
the results are shown in Table 5. The assessment of
these results must take account of the likely error
in a given result, which we consider next.

Likely errors in phase compositions derived

The standard errors in the coefficient5 ofthe equa-
tions for the two determinative curves (Table 4)
enable one to calculate a standard deviation o for
a phase composition corresponding to a given R
value. Table 6 gives the o values for some values of
R for both curves. Because the determinative curves
are based on at least (3 x 5=)15 goniometer scans
of each standard specimen, whereas our recom-
mended analytical procedure is based on only
(3 x 3 =)9 scans, and because the analytical curves
were anificially constrained to pass through the 0,0
and l,l(D points by heavily weighting the ideal values
for them, we conclude that tle actual error in a given
resull will be greater than 1o.

We have used comparable results in Table 5 to try
to arrive at a realistic or 'likely' error in relation to
o. The individual values of the phase compositions
(wt.9o LA) in the 5th- and 4th-to-last columns in the
table are followed by, in round brackets, their errors
a.s lo (e.9., lst €ntry: compositions 6.8,9.4; lovalue
0.9, 0.8). The means of comparable pairs of derived
values in the 3rd-toJast column are followed by, in
square brackets, the difference between one extreme
value and the mean (e.g., lst entry: mean composi-
tion 8.1, extreme/mean difference 1.3). These fielures
also suggest that the'likely' error would indeed be,
in general, > ltr.

These few test-results indicate that the likely error
in a derived composition will be a function of two
main factors: (l) whether only one of the df and cs
procedures is used to evaluate & and (2) the propor-
tion of LA in the sample. On the basis of these con-
siderations we propose arbitrary values in terms of
o for the 'likely standard errors in practice'; these
are shown for particular conditions in Table 6.

For the test samples, the 'likely errors' in the mean
composition of the phases grven in the 3rd-to-last
column in Table 5 ard the round-bracketed figures
in the 2nd-to-last column (e.9., lst entry: mean com-
position 8.1, likely error 1.7).

Implied Abo in the microcline samples

If the amount of LA in a microcline-rich powdered
sample is subtracted from the chemically determined
'Ab' 

1=46.uAn), the difference gives the implied
.amount of Ab in solid solution (i.e., Ab* ) in the

microcline. The Abo values for the seven test-
specimens are given in Table 5, in wt.9o in the 2nd-
toJast column, and in mol.9o in the last column,
with theh likely phase-analysis errors in brackets
(e.g., lst entry: Abo 2.1, likely error 1.7, wt.sloi 2.0,
likely error 1.6, mol.9o).

If one takes at face value the chemical and phase
compositions, their differences, and tJte assumed
errors, tlen one would conclude (l) that essentially
all the Na(+ Ca) is present as disoete LA, and 'none'

as Ab* in the MM phase for the three specimens
Kf-69-D, BLM-22 and -24, arrd, (2) that the phases
in the remaining four specimens Kf-4-F, -7-C,
-9GDD and BLM-30 contain respestively 2.0(1.6),
2.8(1.4),3.8(2.0) and 1.8(1.8) mol.9o Abo (errors in
brackets).

Possible opplication oJ the determinative curves to
'Rb-free' maximum microcline

Some preliminary work we have done using a
'pure' maximum microcline (made by alkali-
exchange of a low albite) suggests that both the
standard peak 201 and strongest (str) peaks may dif-
fer by about l09o in intenslty for the 'pure' micro-
cline relative to the Rb-bearing one used here. More
work is required to derive modifications, presumably
small, in the determinative curyes described here to
make them applicable to 'Rb-free' (<< -l w.qo
RbO) or 'normal' microcline. Until such modified
curves become available, we suggest that the curves
given here may be applied cautiously to 'normal'

microcline samples provided errors of perhaps twice
those given in Table 6 are assumed.

CoNcLUDING StersMENr

The determinative curves described here make pos-
sible the rapid determination of (l) the modal two-
feldspar composition of powdered samples of per-
thitic or other Na-bearing maximum microcline, and
(2), when combined with a chemical analysis, the
Ab* in tle microcline. Such a quantitative phase-
analysis is not possible by single-crystal XRD, elec-
tron microscopy, or other such small-crystal-volume
procedures. However, in the case of many samples
of microcline, except those that are cryptoperthitic,
an electron-microprobe analysis for Na(+ Ca) wi[
yield the Ab* directly. A comparison of compara-
ble Abr. values obtained by the two different
methods could prove valuable in assessing both of
them.

In that this phase-analysis procedure can help
differentiate the 's.s. solvus' from the'bulk compo-
sition' solvus of applicable natural feldspars, it holds
potential for elucidating the nature and possible gen-
esis of microcline and the rocks they constitute.
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